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“Travel is mental travel.”  

A first reading years ago of that line in Graham

Greene’s Travels With My Aunt confirmed what I

had long held to be true even if I hadn’t expressed

it so succinctly: travel excites and enlivens the

mind. How appropriate, then, that JMU’s Lifelong

Learning Institute offers tours and excursions along

with such a rich array of subjects in the classroom.

After enjoying various LLI courses in the art and

architecture of several Mediterranean countries,

Betty and I have longed to return to that region.

Last fall, however, we reversed that procedure by

enrolling in Clarence Geier’s “Vikings” course after

returning from our first trip to Norway.  

Travels in Norway
by Robert Hoskins 
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I ’m envious of friends who journeyed recently to the American 

South or the Midwest to view the total solar eclipse. That bit 

of travel wasn’t on the charts for us, but just thinking of that 

awesome darkness brings back fond memories of something 

like the opposite—the long, long Norwegian days in late June. I 

doubt that there’s a lovelier light anywhere than the mellow 

sunshine playing on the sails and the patchwork of colors at 

the waterfront market in old Bergen shortly before midnight. 

Close competition can be found, however, at the harbor in 

Oslo, where the spectacular new opera house seems 

to flow down to the waterside like a giant glacier. 

Constructed in gleaming white stone, it is a building to be 

climbed: throngs of sightseers walk up the gently sloping roof; 

from the top the travelers on the white terrace below look like 

skaters in a huge ice rink, while less energetic visitors inside 

the building watch the white swans in Tchaikovsky’s famous 

ballet. 

To see a real glacier we took the train from Oslo to Bergen, a 

seven-hour trip considered by National Geographic one of the 

best railway journeys in Europe. The train was roomy, quiet, 

and comfortable (we believe that all members of Congress 

should be required to travel at least once on a modern 

European train) as it rose from near sea level to over four 

thousand feet, cresting the high mountain range that forms 

the backbone of the Norwegian peninsula. Near the top is the 

Haardangervidda, Europe’s highest mountainous plateau, full 

of snow and ice and mirror lakes—perfect sites for 

photography. 

On the western side the train descended through Myrdal 

station, the junction with the Flam railway. We would return 

there two days later on the highly recommended “Norway in a 

Nutshell” tour, which includes the spectacularly steep rail 

journey from Myrdal to the village of Flam on the Aurlandfjord, 

followed by a two-hour cruise on the fjords, where the dark, 

stony mountains plunge directly into the water and it is 

impossible to look in any direction without seeing waterfalls. 

The trip concluded with travel by bus through the narrow 

valleys, then by train again back into Bergen, still bright and 

sunny at the end of a long day.  2
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Like Oslo, Bergen is a friendly city where the natives speak English in a manner more American 

than British. They often spoke Norwegian at first to Betty, whose Scandinavian (Swedish) ancestry 

gives her a strong resemblance to the locals. No one paid me that compliment, however. Could 

they tell by looking at me that in our hotels in both cities I would bypass the Norwegian breakfast 

buffet (cold cuts, cheese, yogurt, fruit) in favor of that heart-attack kit called the “English 

breakfast” (bacon, sausage, egg, beans and buttered toast). Clearly, the English are a major 

complement of Norway’s tourist trade. Other meals of the day were a surprise; we had expected 

restaurant menus to be dominated by seafood, especially the country’s famous sardines, but what 

we found instead was a heavy emphasis on Argentine beef. The most memorable restaurant we 

saw, however, advertised “Mexican food so authentic Trump would build a wall around it.” 

It has to be admitted, finally, that for all of their lovely features, rich history, and excellent food, 

Bergen and Oslo do not offer the complete modern urban experience. Even in the long days of 

bright light we were unable to find a single wall decorated with graffiti, or a sidewalk littered 

with paper or other trash. To be honest, we didn’t miss that at all. 

Available B Session Classes 

Privacy A to Z with Digital Devices and the Web 

Tuesdays | 1:30 - 3:30pm | American National University 

Eastern Mennonite University: Serving, Leading, Transforming Part 2 

Thursdays | 9:30 - 11:30am | Eastern Mennonite University 

Ethical Reasoning & Moral Decision Making 

Thursdays | 1:30 - 3:30pm | Ice House 

Gentle Yoga 

Fridays | 1:30 - 3:30pm | Elkton Recreation Center
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Boys & Girls Clubs
by Lori Kizner 

Boys & Girls Clubs of Harrisonburg and Rockingham County operates 7 Clubs in our community, 

directly impacting the lives of youth ages 5-18 through our before school, after school, and 

summer camp programs. Our Clubs provide a safe, positive and learning-filled place for our 

community’s youth to attend during their out of school hours. Whether our youth are getting 

support in completing their homework, learning about how to make responsible decisions in a 

SMART Moves lesson or simply receiving guidance from a caring adult, the Boys and Girls Clubs 

enable local youth to “reach their full potential as productive, caring, responsible citizens.   

Our Clubs are located in 5 Elementary Schools in our area including Elkton, Plains and South 

River in Rockingham County and Stone Spring and Spotswood in Harrisonburg City. Additionally 

we have 2 programs located in the Lucy Simms Building including a program for 5-12 year olds, 

and our Teen Center. In all of these sites, there is a need for volunteers to interact with and 

mentor our youth. Although we have many college aged students who volunteer, there has been a 

growing interest in having older adults serve in this role as well.   

Whether you have a hobby to share or enjoy helping with homework or reading with a child, there 

may be an opportunity for you. Volunteers can sign up to help at a particular club near their 

home and can come as often as weekly or whenever it fits into their schedule. Our clubs are 

open M-F 3:00-6:00 during the school year. 

Contact our Executive Director Lori Kizner at 540-434-6060 ext 0106  or lkizner@bgchr.org  for 

more information.  
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"After a few months of retirement, some of my friends 

found their lives to be 'missing something.'  I have not 

had that feeling since I began leading drum circles at 

retirement facilities and The Boys and Girls Club. I find 

that volunteering at The Boys and Girls Club of 

Harrisonburg has been a very rewarding experience. 

Everyone there - the director, her staff and the other 

volunteers - has been very supportive and made sure I 

had what I needed to make my time there successful. 

I have been in a lot of schools in 50+ years as an 

educator, but I don’t remember many that were as clean, 

safe and well-managed as the Boys and Girls Club at 

Simms School. 

The children are enthusiastic, excited, and seem eager 

for the opportunity to learn new things. I look forward to 

seeing them again and at the end of the day, leaving 

with a feeling of having made a difference." 

-J. Edson McKee 

Book Review: Not in a 
Tuscan Villa - By Nancy 
and John Petralia
by Rosemarie Palmer 

When Nancy & John Petralia retired, they decided to fulfill a lifelong dream of spending a year in 

Italy.  Before they left, they made contact with someone who arranged an apartment for them. It 

turned out to be unsatisfactory, so they spent some time traveling around Italy looking for a 

place that appealed to them.  This book is part commentary, part memoir of their observations 

and experiences.  After residing in two Italian cities, negotiating the roads and the healthcare, 

discovering art, friends, food, and customs, the Petralia’s learn more than they anticipate - 

about Italy, themselves, what it means to be an American, and what’s important in life.  Not in a 

Tuscan Villa is about having the courage to step out of your comfort zone and do something 

challenging in later life.  The adventure recaptures the Petralias' youth, rekindles their romance - 

and challenges their lives forever.  They also maintain a blog of how they are spending their 

retirement years, both in Italy and in the U.S.  (Paperback available on Amazon.) 
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Braithwaite Studios and Coffee Shop 

Eat, etch your own glass sun catcher, and enjoy some music! 

Thursday, October 26 | 1:00pm | Dayton, VA 

Cost: $35 (includes lunch) 

Register by October 12 

Nuncrackers 

A lighthearted afternoon of community theater to begin the holiday season. 

Sunday, November 12 | 3:00pm | Broadway, VA 

Cost: $13 

Register by October 16 

Available Trips and EdVentures 

An Eclipse Trip: The
Plans, the Luck, the Thrill
by Chris Edwards 

If you learn of a total solar eclipse nearly three months 

ahead and guess on easy-to-find lodging within its 

umbra, guess again. 

We first learned of the Aug. 21 eclipse in early June 

from National Wildlife. Seeing no big media reports, I 

thought, no hurry to Google for lodging. Wrong! 

Checking a NASA video of the eclipse’s projected 70- 

mile-wide path from Oregon to South Carolina, I spent 

hours online before nabbing a room at the Thunderbird 

Motel in Marysville, Kan. (Sadly, we’ve aged past 

sleeping comfortably in a tent.) 
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Then I contacted friends along that path, which inspired Bonnie and Linda, of Lexington, 

Kentucky, to seek the eclipse too. So we cancelled Kansas and the four of us went in on an 

Airbnb in Bowling Green, Ky. Husband Robin McNallie and I had a delightful visit with Bonnie, a 

friend since college, and Linda. The 160-mile drive from Lexington into the umbra (path of 

totality) at Bowling Green was easy because they pulled off a gridlocked highway for familiar 

back roads. The Airbnb cost about the price at a Monaco hotel (don’t ask), but featured an 

excellent, suburban lawn for gazing. 

Monday, Aug. 21 brought clear skies. Following newscasts of crowds cheering the darkness as it 

crossed Oregon, Idaho, Wyoming, Nebraska, Kansas and Missouri, we put on our eclipse glasses. 

 About 12:09 pm CST, I first glimpsed a small black bite taken from the sun. For over an hour we 

stared as our orangey star became an ever-shrinking crescent. It cast a myriad of images on the 

patio (providing my easiest photo ops). 

Totality (about 1:27 CST) was dramatic -- sky deeply darkened (though not totally so; that only 

occurred at the umbra’s center). We shared, with neighbors unseen through shrubbery, a chorus 

of whoops and cheers. The simultaneous cheering, there and televised across America, seemed 

almost as rare a joy as the eclipse.   

For that minute or so, the sun’s orb appeared pitch-black, surrounded by the glowing corona. 

Removing eclipse glasses, safe for that briefly shaded time, we spotted the Diamond Ring, the 

center of the last visible fragment of sun, and Baily's Beads spots of bright light on the corona 

from valleys on the moon’s horizon. 

I had learned too late that I needed a lens protector. 

Directly photographing the sun in partial eclipse stages 

could damage camera lenses. Bonnie and I, 

photographing the totality with iPhones, each got only 

what looked like sunbursts…And the memory! 

We put our glasses back on to watch the then-partial 

eclipse slowly wane. Robin and I went on to explore 

Nashville and Chattanooga. Tennessee eclipse 

celebrations had featured Moon Pies, a Chattanooga 

invention. 

Keep those eclipse glasses! They’re a fun, safe way to 

view the sun in everyday conditions, and should come in 

handy on April 8, 2024. For that, the next total eclipse 

crossing America, plan your trip early and get that 

camera lens protector. 7
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The Valley Ukulele Players, an LLI Interest Group, has recently performed on the patio at the 

Hardesty-Higgins House as their "First Friday" musical event.  We currently have 16 regulars who 

rehearse every Wednesday morning at 10am, in the Shenandoah Room, Maple Terrace, 

Bridgewater Retirement Community.   

In May, we played for the residents at Sunnyside Retirement Community.  In August, we played 

on the new porch at the Virginia Quilt Museum for their Hawaiian Quilt Exhibit.  We also 

performed a brief sing-a-long at the LLI Preview Reception, to highlight the Ukulele Course that 

our leader, Sandra Cryder, will teach for LLI this semester. 

We have been invited to play for the "NE Neighborhood Health Fair" on October 14 at 

1:30pm at the Simms Continuing Education Center.  On November 8, we will be playing a sing-a- 

long for the Assisted Living residents at Bridgewater Retirement Community. 

In November we will be participating in UkeFest at the Glen Allen Cultural Center, an annual 

event with ukulele groups coming from all over the state.  Workshops and vendors are offered. 

There is no charge for joining our ukulele group.  Just come and join us and play.  All levels and 

ages are welcome! 

Contact:  Rosemarie Palmer (shenrose129@gmail.com) or phone 540-515-0097.  It's fun! 

The Valley Ukulele Players
by Rosemarie Palmer 
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We learned. We created. We explored. We made friends for a lifetime. 

You are invited to bring your brown bag lunch and help us thank our instructors 

as we look back on LLI classes and events from 2017. 

Hear the stories and the music. 

See a photo montage and the class-made arts and crafts. 

Desserts and beverages provided. 

Tuesday, December 5 | 11:00am - 1:00pm 

Lucy Simms Educational Center Auditorium 

620 Simms Ave. 

Harrisonburg, VA 

Bring a friend! 

Featuring:  

LLI Senior Singers | LLI New Horizons Band

Celebrate LLI and You: 2017 in Review

Garth Newel
by Roberta Patterson 

Last summer, on a perfect Sunday afternoon, 27 JMU LLI members took a coach trip to Hot 

Springs, VA, to be bathed in an afternoon of fine music and food. Our coach drove up the 

winding entryway at the Garth Newel Music Center, a rural retreat that offers classical 

performances and gourmet dining. 

We were greeted by our host, Shawn, who gave us a short history and tour of the center.  The 

name, Garth Newel, is not a person but is  Welsh for "new home." For more than 30 years, the 

center -- a 114-acre erstwhile horse farm and Girl Scout camp set against a rise in the 

Alleghenies -- has been home to a handful of musicians and a master chef who share their 

creations with local folks and those willing to make the trek. 
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Our program included cocktails at 2, a concert at 3, and dinner around 5. 

After drinks we took our seats in Herter Hall, the old horse arena retooled as a fellowship hall 

with great acoustics. Herter Hall is a big room with wooden walls and floors and fans whirring 

overhead.  The Garth Newel Piano Quartet, known for their spirited and impassioned 

performances, did not disappoint. The afternoon’s performance titled “I Have Always Loved You” 

included Piano Quartet in C Major, Op. 23 by Arthur Foote and Piano Quartet in C Minor, Op. 60 

by Johannes Brahms. 

Dinner, prepared by resident chef Josh Elliott, included Gorgonzola and Leek Gratin, Peppered 

Skirt Steak on Wilted Greens, Sides, Salads and Desserts, served on the patio. The musicians 

joined the audience in sharing good food and great company.  At 6pm it was time to leave. After 

a scenic drive through Virginia’s Western Highlands our excellent coach driver returned us to 

Harrisonburg.   

The attendees were so pleased with this program that they were demanding a return 

performance the next year.  Look for an announcement later this Spring for the 2018 Garth Newel 

Coach Trip. I’m definitely signing up. 

Update: LLI Hiking 
Common Interest Group
by Rosemarie Palmer 

Archie Turner reports that the LLI Hiking Group has started up again, so email him if you are 

interested in being notified of the upcoming hikes. Contact him at archie.turner@gmail.com 

Jerry Hopkins, a Headwaters Master Naturalist, is helping to scout out the trails and lead the 

hikes. 

Most hikes have been on Thursdays, on trails in the Shenandoah National Park, so always bring 

along your Senior Pass. Beforehand, an email will be sent to all members giving the meeting 

place, trail description, the length of the hike, the time it will take, and what to bring.  You will 

also need to bring a signed and witnessed waiver (which will be provided on request) for each 

hike.  In case of rain, the hike will be re-scheduled...no hiking in the rain!  Jerry will lead the 

hikes which he says will be instructional, meaning that at stops along the way he will explain 

features of the landscape or the plant life. 

Past hikes that were taken from April to July 2017 include:  High Knob Fire Tower, South River 

Falls (SNP), and Mary’s Rock (SNP).  10
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Lifelong Learning Course 
Highlights Eastern 
Mennonite University's
First Century
by Christopher Clymer Kurtz - staff writer,

Marking and Communications Eastern

Mennonite University 

Eastern Mennonite University’s first century of “Serving, Leading, and Transforming” is the focus 

of two 5-week courses offered through James Madison University’s Lifelong Learning Institute. 

The classes meet from 9:30-11:30 a.m. on 10 consecutive Thursdays, Sept. 14-Nov. 16, in the dining 

hall foyer at Eastern Mennonite High School, 801 Parkwood Dr., Harrisonburg. Part I began on 

Sept. 14, and the second session begins on Oct. 19.  

An overview of EMU’s transformation from a small, insular academic community to an accredited 

university offering undergraduate and graduate degrees with global impact, the courses will 

explore the transformation of a quiet school on a hill meant to protect its students from the 

world into a place engaging with, welcoming and sending alumni out into the world. 

Presenters include historians, administrators, professors, and other members of the EMU 

community. Many are alumni of the university, and have fulfilled many roles at EMU. They will 

“reflect the changes that have occurred over the past 100 years as well as the impact those 

changes continue to have on the future of EMU,” said Louise Hostetter, who chairs the EMU 

Centennial Committee and recruited the course instructors. 

“I hope that people come away with a much better understanding of the positive impact EMU 

continues to make on students, local community and global community,” she said. 

The B session classes include the following topics and instructors: 

• Oct. 19 — “Development of the Arts at EMU,” presented by Jerry Holsopple, professor of visual 

and communication arts and an artist, photographer and renowned videographer, and Esther 

Augsburger, a sculptor whose work has been placed around the world, including at EMU. While 

her husband Myron was president, Esther studied music — but later became the university’s first 

art graduate. 
11
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• Oct. 26 — “Music and the Mennonites,” presented by Ken Nafziger, professor of music at EMU 

for four decades and artistic director and conductor of the annual Shenandoah Valley Bach 

Festival, and Jeremy Nafziger, a 1991 graduate and a leader of the men’s a cappella group 

Cantore. 

• Nov. 2 — “Sciences at EMU,” presented by Roman Miller, professor (now emeritus) for more than 

30 years and the founding director of the MA in biomedicine program, and Beryl Brubaker, former 

provost and nursing department faculty member. 

• Nov. 9 — “Eastern Mennonite Seminary,” presented by Nancy Heisey, associate dean at Eastern 

Mennonite Seminary. 

• Nov. 16 — “Center for Justice and Peacebuilding,” presented by Gloria Rhodes, current chair of 

the department of applied social sciences and coordinator of the peacebuilding and 

development undergraduate major. 

Lifelong Learning Institute 

127 W. Bruce Street 

MSC 9006 

Harrisonburg, VA 22807 
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